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INTRODUCTION 
In the self-adjoint differential equation 
V’(%f)’ + QWr = 0 (1) 
for a vector y, we suppose that the coefficients P(t) = P*(t) > 0 and Q(t) = 
Q*(r) are real, symmetric, continuous tt x n matrix functions on [a, b]. I f  (1) 
has a solution r(t) + 0 vanishing at distinct points LY and 8, then p [or a] is 
called a conjugate point of 01 [or ,9]. Equation (1.1) is called disconjugate (Wintner) 
on [a, b] if there are no conjugate points on [a, b]. The point j3 is called a con- 
jugate point of 01 of multiplicity k, 1 < k < n, if there exist exactly k linearly 
independent solutions of (1.1) vanishing at t = a, /3. The index of (1.1) [or of 
t = a] on [a, b] is the number of conjugate points of t = a on [a, b] counting 
multiplicities. 
Part I deals with criteria for the existence of conjugate points (i.e., for the 
index of (1.1) to be at least 1). In Sections 1 and 2, we generalize criteria of 
Etgen and Lewis [5]. These criteria can be considered a type of comparison 
theorem for (1) with a scalar differential equation. In Section 3, we discuss the 
sharpest form of these criteria subject to “unitary invariance.” 
Part II deals with generalizations of these criteria for the assertion “the index 
of (1) is at least k,” and with differential geometric applications. Let A = A* 
and h,(A), A,(A) the smallest, largest eigenvalue of A. It is known (and easy to 
verify) that if the scalar differential equation 
(W’(W)’ + h(Q(+ z 0 (2) 
is not disconjugate on [Q, b], then the index of (1) on [a, b] is at least n; Morse 
(cf., e.g., Corollary 4.1 below). This seems to be the only known comparison 
theorem, assuring that the index of (1.1) exceeds 1, which involves only the 
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condition that some scalar equation is not disconjugate (i.e., not involving the 
existence of more than one conjugate point for t = a for the scalar equation). 
In Section 4, we generalize this criteria to obtain a novel type of theorem in 
which the conclusion is that the “index of (1.1) on [a, b] is at least k” for a 
specified k, 1 < k < n. 
Finally, in Section 6, we introduce “principal sectional curvatures” defined 
on the unit tangent bundle S(M) of a Riemann manifold M = iW in terms of 
which the results of Section 4 permit a generalization of a theorem of Klingenberg 
[9, lo] (cf. [4, p. 2541 or [2, p. 1001) on the injectivity radius of a complete 
manifold M with “pinched” positive sectional curvature. 
I. CONJUGATE POINTS, UNITARY INVARIANCE 
1. Existence of Conjugate Points 
Etgen and Lewis [5] use the notion of positive linear functionals on the space 
of matrices to deduce criteria for the nondisconjugacy of 
(PWY’)’ + QWY = 0. (1.1) 
These criteria involve only scalar quantities. (In [Sj, the n-dimensional Euclidean 
space is replaced by a Hilbert space, but since this generalization is straight- 
forward, we restrict ourselves to the finite dimensional case.) 
Let S be the real linear vector space of n x n symmetric matrices. A real 
linear functional g: S -+ R satisfying 
for -4, B E S, h E R, is called positive and normalized if 
g(A) > 0 if A > 0 and g(1) = 1. U-3) 
The main result in [5] is the following: 
PROPOSITION 1 .l. (Etgen and Lewis [5]). Let g be a positiwe linear functional 
on S. If the scalar differential equation 
kVYW’1’ + dQW)u = 0 (1.4) 
is not disconjugate on [a, b], then (1.1) is not disconjugate on [a, b]. 
Etgen and Lewis deduce and refine many known criteria for oscillation from 
this (see [5] for an extensive bibliography). The simplest and most obvious 
505/34!2-12 
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case of Proposition 1 .l is that of the scalar product g(A) = AZ, * z, , where 
x0 # 0 is a fixed unit vector and (1.4) becomes 
[(fyt)ql - z&q + (Q(t)% * z& = 0. (l-5) 
The case of Proposition 1.1 for g(A) = tr A/n is implicit in [12, p. 3781 (but 
might be of an older date; cf., e.g., [l l] for a related weaker result). Proposition 
1.1 can be combined in an obvious way with the Sturm comparison theorem to 
obtain other (weaker) criteria; e.g., since ,4 < I/ A )I I impliesg(A) < j] A /I, (1.4) 
in Proposition 1.1 can be replaced by 
(It Wll 4’ + g(QW = 0; (1.6) 
and sinceg(A) = tr A/n and A > 0 implyg(A) > II A II/n, (1.6) can be replaced 
by 
41 WI 4’ + II Q(t)ll u = 0 if Q(t) 2 0, 
as in [12, p. 3771. 
The object of the first part of this paper is to point out that Proposition 1.1 
can be generalized by replacing linear functionals by suitable nonlinear functions; 
e.g., if P(t) E I, we can obviously use h,(A) = least eigenvalue of A; cf. (2) 
above. 
A nonlinear functional q: S--f R is called superadditive and (positively) 
superhomogeneous if 
q(A + B) 3 q(A) + q(B) and #A) 2 h(A) for h b 0 (1.7) 
and A, B E S, and is called positive and normalized if 
q(A)>0 if =2>0 and q(l)= 1. (1.8) 
Correspondingly, a functional p: S + R is called subadditive and (positively) 
subhomogeneous if 
P(A + B) < ~(4 + ~(4 and p(M) < hp(A) for h > 0. (l-9) 
Conditions (1.7) [or (1.9)] imply that q [or p] is concave [or convex] and hence 
continuous on S. In the next section, we show that Proposition 1 .l has the 
following generalization. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let p, q: S + R satisfy (1.7)-( 1.9) and 
q(A) G ~(4 for 0 < AE S. 
If the scalar d@rential equation 
kWN’1 + n(QW>u = 0 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
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is not disconjugate on [a, b], then (I. 1) is not disconjugate on [a, b]. When P(t) = I, 
(1.11) can be replaced by 
u” + q(Q(t))u = 0. (1.12) 
The last part of Theorem 1.1, involving (1.12), will be clear since (1 .lO) can 
be reIaxed to 
cf. (2.4) and (2.5) below. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 2 is simpler and quite different from 
that of Etgen and Lewis [5]; e.g., it does not employ any Picone-type relation 
and permits a considerable generalization as in Section 4. Moreover, it will show 
that the totality of tests in Theorem 1.1 for (1 .l) not be to disconjugate is 
equivalent to the set of tests employing the linear functionals g(A) = AZ, . z0 
for .a0 # 0. 
COROLLARY 1.1. The following are equivalent: (i) There exists a positive linear 
functional g: S --f R such that (1.4) is not disconjugate; (ii) there exists a pair of 
functionals , p: S - R as in Theorem 1 .l such that (1 .ll) is not disconjugate; 
(iii) there exists a constant vector z, # 0 such that (1.5) is not disconjugate. 
In Section 3, we discuss the situation when the functionals involved are 
unitarily invariant (i.e., have the same values for unitarily equivalent matrices) 
and are (positively) homogeneous. We show that the sharpest criteria of this 
type are given by g(A) = p(A) = q(A) = tr A/n. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 .l . 
We shall prove the following lemma in which Hol[a, b] is the Sobolev space 
of absolutely continuous functions with L”[a, b] first derivatives and vanishing 
at t = a, 6. 
LEMMA 2.2. Equation (1.1) is not disconjugate on [a, b] if there es&s a 
real-valued f E I&,l[a, b], f ~6 0, such that the symmetric (constant) matrix 
Z G 
s 
’ (f’ep - f’Q) dt (2.1) 
a 
is not positive definite; in particular, if, for somefunctional q: S - R (not necessarily 
linear, subadditive, OY superadditive) satisfying (1 .S), 
(2.2) 
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Ifq satisjes (1.7) and (1.8), then (2.4) =- (2.3) * (2.2), where 
q [job/-P dt] - q [ jobfzQ dt] < 0, 
q [ jbYZP dt] - jbf2q(Q) dt 6 0; 
a a 
and ifp satisfies (1.9) and (1.10) (OY merely (1.13)), then 
s f  [f’2p(P) -f”q(Q)] dt < 0 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
implies (2.4). 
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of this lemma, as the existence of an f  (as 
specified) satisfying (2.5) is equivalent to the nondisconjugacy of (1.11); Jacobi 
(cf., e.g., [8, p. 3521). 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. A standard result (Jacobi) in the calculus of variations 
states that (I. 1) is disconjugate if and only if 
I(Y) = j” P’(t) r’(t) *r’(t) - Q(t) u(t) *r(t)1 dt 
I( 
(2.6) 
is positive for every vector function 0 + y(t) E Hal[u,‘b]; cf., e.g., [8, p. 3901. 
If  2 is the (constant) symmetric matrix (2.1) and 2 is not positive definite, 
then there exists a constant vector z0 # 0 such that Zz, * z0 < 0. But then 
I(y) < 0 for y(t) = f(t)za , so that (1.1) is not disconjugate. 
The first part of (I .7) shows that 4(/I - B) < q(A) - Q(B) for -4, B E S, so 
that (2.3) implies (2.2). For any Riemann, hence Lebesgue, integrable symmetric 
matrix function A(t), (1.7) and (1.9) imply (Jensen) 
job q(A) df < q (jab -1 d+ (2.7) 
Thus the first of these inequalities shows that (2.4) implies (2.3). Finally, the 
last part of (2.7) shows that (2.5) implies (2.4) when (1.9) and (1.10) (or merely 
(1.3)) hold. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
3. Unitary Invariance 
One of the most important applications of disconjugacy criteria occurs in the 
discussion of conjugate points along a geodesic in differential geometry (i.e., 
in applications to Jacobi equations). But here we should use criteria which do 
not depend on the choice of coordinates in the tangent space along the geodesic. 
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In general, it is of interest to consider disconjugacy criteria independent of the 
choice of coordinates in the y-space. Thus, in the criteria of Theorem 1.1 in 
these cases, we should employ functionals which have the same values on unitarily 
equivalent matrices, i.e., are unitarily invariant. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) The only unitarily invariant linear functional g: S ----t R 
satisfying g(I) = 1 is g(A) = tr A/n, 
(ii) if q, p: S + R satisfy (1.7), (1.9), q(M) = p(u) = h for h > 0, and 
are unitariZy invariant, then q(A) < tr A/n < p(A), 
(iii) hence, the strongest form of Proposition 1 .I or Theorem 1.1. in the case 
of (positiveb) homogenow, unitarily invariant functionals is g(A) = p(A) = 
q(A) = tr ,4/n. 
Remark. Thus, in applying criteria of the type in Theorem 1.1 with 
(positively) homogeneous, unitarily invariant functionals to Jacobi equations in 
differential geometry, the sharpest results are obtained by the use of the Ricci 
curvature; cf., e.g., [II] and Section 6 below. 
Proof of(i). Any A E S can be written in the form 
A = f  X,n, and I= f  7rB, 
k=l k=l 
(3-l) 
where h, ,..., &, are the eigenvalues of rZ and r1 ,..., rr, are one-dimensional 
orthogonal projections. Thusg(A) = Zhkg(nk) and 1 = Zg(rr,), andg(nl) = ... = 
g(r,) as all one-dimensional orthogonal projections are unitarily equivalent. 
This proves (i). 
Proof of (ii). Since q(A) = q(U* -4U), 
q&4) = j q(U*AU) dU, 
where the integral is over the group of orthogonal matrices with respect to 
normalized Haar measure. By an analog of the first inequality in (2.7) and by (3.1), 
~(4 G 4 (j U*AU dU) = q (gl A, j U%r,U dU). (3.21 
Since rx: and r1 are unitarily equivalent, there is an orthogonal matrix V = V, 
such that ZQ = V*rr,V and so, 
s U*rr,U dU = s U*V%,VU dU = s U*z-,U dU, 
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after the change of integration variables VU -+ U. From 
I = i j- U*rr,U dU = n 1 lJ*nllJ dU, 
P=l 
it follows that J U *z-,UdU = I/n. Hence, by (3.2), q(A) < q(ZhJ/n) < tr A/n, 
since p(M) = h if X 2 0 and q(M) < --4(--M) = A if h < 0. This is the first 
inequality in (ii). The second is proved similarly. 
II. INDEX AND DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRIC APPLICATIONS 
4. A Comparison Theorem for Index 
For any matrix A = A*, denote its set of ordered eigenvalues by 
sp /I : h,(A) < ... < X,(A). (4.1) 
Let A+ be the nonnegative part of A, so that if m+(A): Rn -+ Rn is the orthogonal 
projection of Rn onto the linear manifold spanned by eigenvectors belonging 
to positive eigenvalues of A, then A+ = m+(A)A n+(A) and rank A+ = rank 
r+(A). In particular, A > 0 if and only if A = A+, z-+(A) = I. 
A functional q: S - R will be called k-positive if 
q(A) >0 if A 20 and rank A > n -k + 1 (4.2) 
(so that “positiwe ” = “1-positiwe”). I f  q, p satisfy (1.7)-( l-9) and q is k-positive, 
Put 
m(A) = inf d~A4M4 (4.3) 
P”(A) = SUP p(~A4/q(4, (4.4) 
where the infinum and supremum are taken over the set of orthogonal projections 
r of Rn with rank of at least n - k + 1. Then 4(k) , pear satisfy the analogs of 
(1.7)-( 1.9) and 
4 = 4(l) > ... 3 Q(k) 3 
p s p(l) < ... <p(P). (4.5) 
Note that the definition of pck) also involves the functional q. 
For example, if q(A) = p(A) = tr A/n, then q is k-positive for 1 < k < n 
(since q(A) > 0 if 0 # A > 0), and 
q&A) = tr(,-,+,) A/(n-k + 1) and p(“)(A) = tr(n-L+l) A/(n-k + l), (4.6) 
where the kth lower and upper partial traces of A are defined by 
tr(,jA = X,(A) + ... + X,(A) and t+) (A) = XC,-~+~J(A) + ... + h,(A). (4.7) 
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Consequently, if zk ,..., n 2 is any set of n - K + 1 orthonormal vectors, then 
trh-k+l)A =G i .f% . zi < tr(n-K+l)(A). 
j&i 
Theorem 1.1 is the case k = 1 of the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let q, p satisfy (l.?)-(1 .lO) and Zet q be k-posit&e for some k, 
1 < K < n. Then the index of (1.1) on [a, b] is at least k if the scalar d$ferential 
equation 
($+“‘(P(W + m(QW = 0 (4.8) 
is not disconjugate on [a, b]. If P(t) = I, (4.8) can be reqlaced by 
U” + qcdQ(t>)u = 0. (4*% 
This has obvious consequences of some interest. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The index of (1.1) on [a, b] is at least k if the scalar di&ential 
equation 
(tr(n-k+l) P(t)u’)’ + tr(,-,,) Q(t)u = 0 (4.10) 
is not disconjugate on [a, b]. I f  P(t) = I, (4.10) becomes 
(n - k + 1)~” f  tr(n-.k+l) Q(t)u = 0. (4.11) 
When Q(t) > 0, (4.10) and (4.11) cun be replaced by 
(n - k + l)(ll P(t)ll 4’ + An-k+l(Q(W = 0, 
(n - k + 1)~” -I- An-k+&?(t))u = 0. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
The first part of this corollary is merely the case p(A) = q(A) = tr A/n of 
Theorem 4.1. The last part follows from Sturm’s comparison theorem since 
tr(+k+l) P < (n - k + 1) X,(p) = (n - k + 1) II P II and, if Q 3 0, tr(,-,+,I Q > 
X,-,+,(Q). This corollary is known for k = n (as (4.10) then reduces to (2) in the 
Introduction) and is the known case g(A) = tr A/n of Proposition 1.1 for k = 1; 
cf. the end of Section 5. 
5. Proof of Theorem 4.1 
The proof depends on the Morse theorem (cf. [4, p. 1501 or 12, p. 901) which 
states that the index of (1.1) on [a, b] is the same as the index of the form I(y) 
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in (2.6) on H,l[a, b]; i.e., the dimension of a maximal linear manifold A C H,,l[u,b] 
on which I(y) < 0 for y  E A. 
Thus, in order to prove that the index of (1 .l) on [a, b] is at least k, it suffices 
to show that there exists a real-valued function 0 + f  E H,,l[u, b] such that the 
(constant) symmetric matrix 2 in (2.1) has (at least) K nonpositive eigenvalues. 
For if xi ,..., Z~ are corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors, then I(y) = 
Zz . z < 0 whenever y  = f(t)z, z E span@, ,..., xk). 
By the assumption that (4.8) is not disconjugate, there exists a real-valued 
0 + f E &,‘[a, 61 such that 
I p [p’“‘(P) f ‘2 - a,(Q) f ‘I dt G 0. (5.1) 
Suppose, if possible, that the corresponding matrix 2 in (2.1) does not have 
k nonpositive eigenvalues, i.e., rank Z+ > n - k + 1. Let r+ be the orthogonal 
projection of Rn onto the range of Z+ ,so that rank z+ > n - k + 1 and 
b z+ = m+zr+ = 
I 
v’%+Pr+ - f%+Qn+] dt. 
a 
The k-positivity of q implies that q(Z+) > 0. By the proof of Lemma 2.1, it 
follows that 
I 
ab [f ‘2p(r+Pm+) - f “q(r+Qm+)] dt > 0. 
I f  we divide this relation by q(?r+), we obtain a contradiction to (5.1) since 
p’(p) >, P(~+p~+)ld~+) and q&Q) < q(rr+Q~+)/q(7r+). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 
Remark 012 Corollary 4.1. In this case, where (4.6) holds, the argument 
following (5.1) can be simplified by a device of [I 11. For if xk ,..., z, are (constant) 
orthonormal eigenvectors of Z belonging to n - k + 1 positive eigenvalues of Z, 
then ZZzj . Zj > 0 is 
PZj.Zj-f2 i Qxj.xj dt 
j& 1 
< s b [f12 
tr(‘+“+l) P - f2 tr(n--K+l) Q] dt, 
n 
which contradicts (5.1). 
6. D@mntial Geometric Applications 
Let M = M” be a smooth Riemann manifold of dimension n > 2, T(M) 
its tangent bundle, T,(M) the tangent space to Mat m E M, (X, Y>n the scalar 
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product on T,(M), and S(M) th e unit tangent bundle. If  X, Y are orthonormal 
vectors in T,(M), let X,(X, Y) = (R(X, Y)Y, X),, be the sectional curvature 
of the Z-plane spanned by X, Y. For a fixed unit vector Y E T,(M) (i.e., (m, Y) E 
S,(M)), let X,&X) be the quadratic form &,r(X) = X,(X, Y) on the 
(n - I)-dimensional linear space Y’ = {XE T,(M): (X, Y>, = 01. Let 
h(m, Y) < .a. e h,-r(m, Y) be the ordered set of eigenvalues of this form 
(i.e., the critical values of the form Km.(X) on T,(M) subject to the restraints 
(X, Y>pn = 0 and <X, x>, = 1). The eigenvalues k1 ,..., h,-, can be called the 
principal sectional curvatures of M at m in the direction Y. 
Remark 1. The principal sectional curvatures h,(m, Y),..., h,-l(m, Y) do not 
seem to occur in standard differential geometry texts. In local coordinates at m, 
let ds2 = g,,dxidxj be the metric on M, Rihj,, the components of the Riemann 
curvature tensor, and let Y = (yl,..., yn) be a unit tangent vector. At m, the 
tensor (Rinj,y’yP), i, j = l,..., n, is symmetric and the equation 
det(RiA3,yAyu - kgij) = 0 
has one root k = 0 with Y as a corresponding principal vector, and the other 
roots are k,(m, Y),..., hn-l(m, Y). It is clear from either the definition above or 
from this equation that h, , . . . , k,-, are well-defined functions on the unit tangent 
bundle S(M). 
The inequality h,(m, Y) > 0 on S(M) means that the sectional curvatures 
of M are positive. Also, 
Ric(m, Y) = k,(m, Y) i V-v i- h-~(m, Y) (6-l) 
(often written Ric( Y, Y) or Ric,(Y, Y)) is the Ricci or mean curvature of M 
in the direction Y at m. We define the (lower) kth partial Ricci or mean curvature 
bY 
Ric(,)(m, Y) = h,(m, Y) + *a* + h,(m, Y). (6.2) 
Then, on S(M), 
Ric/(n - 1) c Ric(n-lj/(n - 1) 3 lG+-s)/(n - 2) 2 ... 3 Ric(r) = kr . (6.3) 
Remark 2. In an aside illustrating the principal sectional curvatures, suppose 
that M is locally isometrically immersed in a Euclidean space Rn+l. Suppose 
thatk, G *** G k, are the principal curvatures of this immersion at m and that Y 
is a unit principal vector corresponding to k, . Then the principal sectional 
curvatures h,(m, Y) < **a G k,,(m, Y) are the products kJk, < 0.. < k,kIml < 
krk.r+I < a*. G k,k, if k, > 0, or these numbers in the reverse order if k, < 0. 
This is readily verified by noting that if the first fundamental matrix is the 
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identity at m and H is the second fundamental matrix, then K,(X, Y) = 
(HX . X)(HY * Y) - (HX * Y)“. The equation determining h = h$(m, Y) and 
the corresponding principal vector X = Xi is (HY . Y) HX - (HX . Y) HY = 
hX. Since HY = k,Y, HX * Y = k,X . Y = 0, and k,HX = hX, the assertion 
follows. In particular, if one principal curvature kJ # 0 and the corresponding 
direction of principal curvature Y are known at m, then the others are determined 
intrinsically (i.e., from the metric). Thus, we have 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let M, M’ C R*fl be two smooth pieces of hypersurfaces 
and> M 4 M’ an isometry (cf. [l]) which p reserves a family of lines of curvature 
and the principal curvature k, # 0 along them. Then M, M’ are congruent (i.e., f  is 
a Euclidean motion). 
Remark 3. As another illustration of the notion of principal sectional 
curvature, we can make the following observation: Let n 2 3, m E M be fixed 
and either h,(m, Y) >, 0 or hnml(rn, Y) < 0 for all YE S,(M). Then 2 E S,(M) 
is a nullity vector in the sense of Chern and Kuiper [3] if and only if h,(m, 2) = 
. . . = hnml(m, 2) = 0; cf. [7, Proposition 4.3, p. 5351 (where it should be supposed 
that dim M 3 3). 
Returning to the main line of our paper, note that Corollary 4.1 has the 
following consequence. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let i? m = m(t), 0 < t <L, be a unit speed geodesic on M 
of length L. For some k, 1 < k < n, let 
Ric(,-k)(m(t), m’(t)) 3 (n - k)c and c’l2L 2 7r, (6.5) 
where c > 0 is a constant. Then the index of r is at least k. 
Here “index” refers to index of the Jacobi equation along r. The nontrivial 
part of this equation can be written in the form 
5” + QWE = 0, where 5 = (El ,..., LJ, 
Q(t) is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix with entries Qij(t) = (R(X, , m’)m’, XJ, , 
and Xl(t),..., X,-t(t), m’(t) are orthonormal parallel vector fields along F (so 
that Q(t)[ * E = K,,,,(X) if X = [ix, + ... + f,,X,-, and the Euclidean 
square length 1 5 l2 = 4 . 4 = 1); cf., e.g., [7, p. 3121. 
The cases k = 1 and n - 1 of Corollary 6.1 are known, while the cases 
1 < k < n - 1 are new. If we combine this corollary with Klingenberg’s proof 
[9, lo] (cf., [4, p. 2541 or [2, p. 1001 for a less sharp result) of his theorem on the 
injectivity radius, we obtain the following generalization. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let M = W be a simply connected complete Riemann manifold 
of dimension n 3 3 with sectional curvatures satisfying the pinching condition 
c > h,-, >/ Ric(,J(n - 2) 3 c/4 > 0 (6.6) 
on S(M) for some fixed constant c. Then M is compact and, for every m E M, the 
exponential map exp, : T,(M) - M is one-to-one on the ball in T,,,(M) centered 
at 0 and of radius x/clI”, i.e., the injectivity radius i(M) of M satis$es i(M) 3 z-/c’/~. 
Remark 4. In contrast to Klingenberg’s theorem, there is no assumption 
in Theorem 6.1 that M has nonnegative sectional curvature. Since Riq,-,, = 
Ric - h,,+, , condition (6.6) is implied by 
c>h n-l 3 Ric/(n - 1) 3 (n + 2)c/4(n - 1) > 0. (6.7) 
In Klingenberg’s theorem, (6.6) is replaced by 
c > h,-, > h, > c/4 > 0. V-W 
The condition h, > c/4 > 0 is used in Klingenberg’s proof only to assure that 
(a) M is compact and (b) every geodesic of length L > 27~/cr/~ has an index of at 
least 2. But since Rico-,)/(n - 2) < Ric/(n - l), (a) follows from a theorem 
of Myers [I 11 (e.g., from the case g(A) = tr A/n of Proposition 1.1). Also 
Rico-a)/(n - 2) > c/4 implies (b) by Corollary 6.1. 
Note added irt proof. For notions related to “partial Ricci curvatures” and some 
results related to those of Section 6 above, see R. L. Bishop and R. J. Crittenden, “Geo- 
metry of Manifolds,” pp. 253-256, Academic Press, New York, 1964, and references 
given there. 
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